Broadcasting K independent messages to multiple users where each user demands all the messages and already has a subset of the messages as side information is studied. Recently, Natarajan et al. proposed a novel broadcasting strategy called lattice index coding, which adopts lattices constructed over some principal ideal domains (PID) for transmission. Using the structure of lattices over PID, they showed that this scheme provides uniform side information gain for any side information configuration, a desired property which essentially guarantees a fair signal-to-noise ratio gain when normalized by the amount of information contained in side information. In this paper, we generalize this strategy to a general ring of algebraic integers, which may not be a PID. Upper and lower bounds on the side information gains for the proposed scheme constructed over some interesting classes of number fields are provided and are shown to coincide asymptotically in message rate. This generalization substantially enlarges the design space and partially includes the scheme by Natarajan et al. as a special case. Perhaps more importantly, in addition to side information gains, the proposed lattice index codes benefit from diversity gains inherent in constellations carved from number fields when used over Rayleigh fading channel. Some interesting examples are provided for which the proposed scheme allows the messages to be from the same field.
I. INTRODUCTION
B ROADCAST with receiver message side information has recently attracted a lot of attention in the network layer with many interesting and important advances. For example, in the index coding problem [1] - [3] , a sender broadcasts a set of independent messages to several receivers where each receiver demands a subset of messages and has another subset of messages as side information. Another excellent example arises from the caching technique [4] where a sender broadcasts a set of independent messages with a fraction of messages (or functions of messages) being prefetched into receivers beforehand during off-peak hours. For such problems, it has been shown that a carefully designed broadcasting strategy which allows the receivers to better exploit side information can substantially improve the system throughput. Manuscript K } of {w 1 , . . . , w K } with the help of a subset of message w S l {w k : k ∈ S l } governed by its index set S l ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , K } as side information.
As the physical layer counterpart, Gaussian broadcast channels with receiver side information have recently been popular as well. In [5] , the two-user Gaussian broadcast channel with receiver message side information was studied and the capacity region was fully characterized for all (5 in total) possible side information configurations. Yoo et al. [6] considered the three-user scenario where they showed that a separation-based scheme which separately employs index coding and physical layer coding can achieve the capacity region to within a constant gap for all side information configurations regardless of channel parameters. For the three-user case, the capacity region was characterized for some particular side information configurations [7] , [8] . Anything beyond three users has been less discussed and the capacity region remains unknown. This problem has also been independently studied in the context of the broadcast phase of the two-way (or multi-way) relay channel [9] .
Recently, Natarajan et al. [10] considered a special class of Gaussian broadcast channels with receiver message side information as shown in Fig. 1 . In this model, each receiver demands all the messages and can have an arbitrary subset of messages as side information. Unlike other work focusing on the capacity region, [10] focused on designing practical codes/modulations that can fairly translate side information into signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gains (called side information gains). To this end, they proposed lattice index codes that can provide uniform side information gains. Namely, when normalized by the amount of information contained in the side information, the SNR gain is always a constant of 6 dB for any side information configuration. In [11] , they further proposed the index coded modulation which adopts powerful linear codes as outer codes in conjunction with index modulation as 0018-9448 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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inner code to enjoy coding gains on top of side information gains.
In this paper, we study the same special class of Gaussian broadcast channels with receiver message side information as that in [10] and also focus on practical code/modulation design. Unlike [10] which only constructs the scheme over some principal ideal domains (PID), we aim to generalize the lattice index coding scheme in [10] to a general ring of algebraic integers. This is a nontrivial generalization as a general ring of algebraic integers may not be a PID and thus we may have to directly deal with ideals instead of working with numbers generating the ideals. This generalization substantially enlarges the design space and thereby allows one to find instances which are preferable to the scheme in [10] with respect to some interesting properties. Two particular properties, namely the diversity gain and the fields which the messages lie in, are studied to demonstrate advantages of the proposed generalization over the scheme in [10] . We then analyze the proposed generalization and show upper and lower bounds on the side information gains for some interesting families of number fields. These two bounds do not coincide in general; however, they do coincide asymptotically in message rate. This shows that the proposed scheme provides asymptotically uniform side information gain.
We summarize the contributions of this paper in the following:
• In Section III-A, we generalize the lattice index coding scheme to a general ring of algebraic integers. This substantially expands the design space as the scheme in [10] only considers Z, Z[i ], Z[ω], and H. Our generalization partially subsumes the lattice index codes in [10] as special cases (the design over H is not covered). • In Section III-B, we provide bounds on the side information gains for the proposed scheme designed over some interesting families of number fields. This includes totally real number fields in Theorem 8, totally complex number fields in Theorem 9, and imaginary quadratic integers which happen to be PID in Theorem 11. The bounds are shown to coincide at least asymptotically in message rates. • We also consider the same broadcast problem but with additional Rayleigh fading and we show in Section III-B that the proposed lattice codes exhibit diversity gains in addition to side information gains for any given side information configuration. In addition, for the proposed scheme obtained from a totally real number field, we further show a lower bound on the increase of normalized minimum squared product distance for any side information configuration, which measures the apparent SNR gain in this scenario. • It has been pointed out in [10] that one drawback of the scheme therein is that messages are from different fields; however, in many applications, one may want their messages to be from the same field. In Section IV, we provide some interesting design examples to demonstrate that as a consequence of having a larger design space, one can easily find instances of the proposed schemes where messages are from the same field.
• In Section V, similar to [11] , we realize coded index modulation with the proposed lattice index code as inner code and low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes as outer codes to obtain coding gains on top of side information gains.
A. Organization
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we state the problem of the Gaussian broadcast channel with receiver message side information and briefly review the lattice index coding scheme in [10] . In Section III, we present the proposed lattice index codes from number fields and prove some properties for the proposed codes. Some interesting design examples are given in Section IV followed by simulation results of LDPC coded index modulation in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper. In Appendix A, some background on algebra and algebraic number theory are reviewed. On the other hand, lattices and lattice codes have recently been popular and frequently discussed in the literature. Therefore, for the sake of brevity, we do not review lattices and lattice codes in this paper even though the proposed scheme requires the knowledge on them. For more information, the reader is referred to [12] - [14] .
B. Notations
Throughout the paper, we use R, C, and N to represent the sets of real numbers, complex numbers, and natural numbers, respectively. Vectors and matrices are written in lowercase boldface and uppercase boldface, respectively. We use × to denote the Cartesian product.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider that a sender broadcasting K independent messages (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w K ) with w k uniformly distributed over {1, . . . , W k } to L receivers. The sender jointly encodes the messages via the encoding function f to x = f (w 1 , . . . , w K ) which belongs to a code (or constellation) C ⊂ R n subject to the unit average power constraint. The received signal at the receiver l is given by
where z l ∼ N (0, I/n) is i.i.d. Gaussian noise and SNR l represents the SNR for the lth receiver. We further assume that the receiver l has a subset of messages w S l {w k : k ∈ S l } as side information which is governed by its index set S l ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , K } as shown in Fig. 1 . This problem is an analogy to the index coding problem [1] - [3] extended to the physical-layer AWGN channel. We shall refer to this model as the AWGN network.
In this paper, similar to [10] , we particularly study the case where all the L receivers demand all the K messages but can have individual subsets of side information S l for l ∈ {1, . . . , L}. Namely, each receiver l ∈ {1, . . . , L} makes an estimate (ŵ (l)
K ) of (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w K ) according to y l and w S l . The probability of error is defined as p e,l P{(ŵ (l)
Let R k be the message rate of w k , R S l = k∈S l R k , and R = K k=1 R k . For the AWGN network, the capacity region of this special case can be derived from a result in [15] and is given by
An interpretation of this region is that for a capacity-achieving code, every bit of side information provides roughly 6 dB of SNR reduction asymptotically.
Further, let d 0 be the minimum Euclidean distance of C and let d S l be that of C S l . It is clear that C S l ⊆ C and thereby d 0 ≤ d S l . It is of primary importance to understand how to design codes such that one actually has increased minimum Euclidean distance (i.e., d 0 < d S l ) for any non-empty S l . Moreover, motivated by the property of the capacity-achieving codes discussed above, we are interested in codes whose minimum Euclidean distances increase properly with the amount of information contained in w S l .
To this end, [10] defines the side information gain of the receiver l for a code C as
Note that for a code with minimum Euclidean distance d and kissing number N kiss , in the high SNR regime, the probability of error can be well approximated by [16] 
where Q(.) is the Q function. The side information gain essentially measures the gain in squared Euclidean distance provided by each bit of side information in S l and hence is a first-order estimate of the apparent SNR gain provided by each bit of w S l . Natarajan et al. then proposed a novel coding scheme which uses nested lattice codes from lattices over some PID and termed this scheme as "lattice index codes." In what follows, we briefly summarize the lattice index code in [10] . We particularly use Z for example for the sake of simplicity; however, designs over Z[i ], Z[ω], and H are available in [10] as well.
Let p 1 , . . . , p K be K distinct primes and q = K k=1 p k . We start with the one-dimensional case. The lattice index code in [10] enforces W k = p k and regards w k as a symbol in F p k . The message (w 1 , . . . , w K ) is encoded as follows,
where γ ∈ R is for satisfying the power constraint. One observation we would like to point out (and discuss in more detail later) is that the mapping used above is closely related to an isomorphism guaranteed by the Chinese remainder theorem (CRT). It has been shown in [10] that lattice index codes thus constructed provide uniform side information gains of 6 dB, i.e., (C, S) is 6 dB for every choice of S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , K }. This result shows that the lattice index code in [10] mimics the behavior of a capacity-achieving code. Moreover, any side information gain larger than 6 dB translates into packing inefficiency of the original code C when used over the AWGN network [10] .
Observe that the lattice index code in (5) is constructed over a one-dimensional lattice Z and the mother code C is in fact a pulse amplitude modulation scheme corresponding to Z/qZ. It is well known that [14] if one increases the dimension, there are better lattices in many senses including packing, covering, channel coding, shaping, and etc. Natarajan et al. [10] then construct lattice index codes over an n-dimensional Z-lattice . Let s = q and k = q p k . The transmitted signal of this scheme is given by
where γ ∈ R is again for the power constraint, λ k ∈ k . In this case, the message w k is encoded by k / s and W k = | k / s |. Natarajan et al. then showed that lattice index codes constructed by the above procedure with the densest in that dimension can provide an uniform side information gain of 6 dB.
Remark 1: We point out that the study of the onedimensional case in (5) is very interesting despite the fact that it cannot provide coding gains. One can treat (5) as a modulation scheme and further empowers it with coding gains by concatenating it with powerful linear outer codes as proposed in [11] . This separation philosophy is in general prevailing in current communication systems and will be discussed in Section V. Moreover, the lattice index code in (6) is restricted to self-similar lattices (all lattices are self-similar to ) and hence limits the design space. This may bring difficulties to rate allocation.
Another model that will be considered in this paper concerns the case where we have both Rayleigh fading and AWGN noise. This model is called the Rayleigh fading network and is given by
where H l is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements h l1 , . . . , h ln drawn from i.i.d. Rayleigh distribution. We further assume that the receiver l has perfect knowledge of H l . It is well known that (see for example [17] - [19] ) for such a setting, diversity order D(C) and the D(C)-minimum product distance of C are important performance metrics. The former is the minimum number of entries that x 1 = x 2 ∈ C differ from each other and the latter is defined when every pair of x 1 and x 2 has at least D(C) different components as d p,0 min
After revealing the messages in S l to the receiver l, one can similarly define the diversity order D(C S l ) and the D(C S l )-minimum product distance d p,S l of C S l as follows,
It is clear that d p,S l ≥ d p,0 as C S l ⊆ C. We are again interested in designing codes that provide d p,S l > d p,0 for any nonempty S l . For a code with diversity order D(C) ≤ n and D(C)-minimum product distance d p , in the high SNR regime, the probability of error can be approximated by [18] 
where β is a constant only depending on n and |C|. One can then similarly define
to measure the apparent SNR gain provided by each bit of w S l . Remark 2: It is worth noting that the side information gain in (11) is only an approximation and is not going to be as accurate as that in (3) for the AWGN network. This is due to the fact that p e in (4) decays exponentially fast with d 2 (this can be easily seen by the inequality Q(x) ≤ e −x 2 /2 ) in the AWGN network while it only decays linearly with d 2 p in (10) in the Rayleigh network. Therefore, ignoring the impact of N kiss and focusing solely on the Euclidean distance result in a fairly good approximation for the AWGN network while the similar trick as done in (10) only provides a rough approximation for the Rayleigh network. Nonetheless, maximizing d p has been used as a simple guideline for designing good lattice constellations for the Rayleigh fading channel (see [19] and the reference therein). A better approximation can be obtained by involving N p the average (over input messages) number of codewords having the minimum product distance. This leads to
where β is another constant. According to this, we can then change the definition of the side information gain to
where N p,0 and N p,S l are the average numbers of codewords having the minimum product distance for the code without any side information and the code with w S l , respectively. Throughout the paper, we will use p in (11) as our design guideline for the Rayleigh fading network due to its simplicity; however, p in (13) will also be used for explaining the simulation results.
III. LATTICE INDEX CODES FROM NUMBER FIELDS
In this section, we propose a construction of lattice index codes over rings of algebraic integers. This can be regarded as an extension of the scheme in [10] to number fields. We first discuss the proposed construction and then show some important properties of the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme heavily uses abstract algebra and algebraic number theory that are briefly reviewed in Appendix A. Here, we only provide a generalization of the one-dimensional case in (5) for the reason discussed in Remark 1. However, for the sake of completeness, we also have a generalization of the lattice index coding scheme in (6) to number fields in Appendix VI-C.
A. Construction Over Rings of Algebraic Integers
The scheme proposed in this section is based on the observation that the lattice index code in (5) is closely related to
where M : F p 1 × . . . × F p K → Z/qZ is chosen to be an isomorphism guaranteed by CRT and t k ∈ Z for k ∈ {1, . . . , K } are coefficients in Bézout identity. In what follows, we generalize this idea to a general ring of algebraic integers and prove some properties of the proposed scheme.
The main challenge lies in the fact that a general ring of algebraic integers may not form a PID and hence we cannot equivalently work with numbers as we did for schemes over a PID. Let K be an algebraic number field with degree n = [K : Q] and signature (r 1 , r 2 ) and let O K be its ring of integers. Let
Hence, one can have the decomposition
where we use K k=1 p k to denote p 1 p 2 . . . p K . One can then map everything to a lattice over R r 1 × C r 2 ∼ = R n by (.) the canonical embedding defined in (54) in Appendix A to
Note that here, we abuse the notation to use the same M to denote the ring isomorphism before and after the mapping .
We are now ready to describe the proposed lattice index coding scheme which essentially follows the same idea in [10] .
, the proposed lattice index coding scheme first forms a complex number
We then transmit x = γ (x) where γ ∈ R is for the power constraint. Note that the constellation defined above can be the embedded version of any complete set of coset representatives of the congruence classes of O K / K k=1 p k . We particularly choose one with the minimum energy as our constellation for saving energy.
Remark 3: One observes that the lattice index codes proposed in this section use the lattice partition ( k =s p k )/ ( K k=1 p k ) of n-dimensional lattices to encode w s and the mother code C corresponds to (O K )/ ( K k=1 p k ). However, this cannot be obtained from (6) as the lattices Some examples are provided as follows.
Note that this is a PID so we only have to deal with numbers as every ideal is generated by a singleton. Consider the following two prime numbers φ 1 = √ 5 and φ 2 = 4 + √ 5 with N(φ 1 ) = 5 and N(φ 2 ) = 11, respectively, i.e., φ 1 O K and φ 2 O K lie above 5 and 11, respectively. The product of these two ideals is exactly Fig. 2 shows the proposed lattice index coding scheme constructed with these ideals. The labels in this figure represent the mapping from F 5 ×F 11 to the constellation. One can verify that this mapping is a ring isomorphism from F 5 × F 11 to O K /φ 1 φ 2 O K . Also, the triangles in this figure represent the constellation after the first message is given to be 0, i,e, w 1 = 0. The same lattice index coding scheme is shown in Fig. 3 in which we also denote by stars the constellation after the second message is given to be 0, i.e., w 2 = 0.
Example 5 (Non-PID):
Note that this is not a PID so we have to work with ideals. Consider the following two prime ideals p 1 = (7, 3 + √ −5) and p 2 =p 1 both lying above 7, respectively. Note that p 1 p 2 = 7O K is a principal ideal. Fig. 4 shows the proposed lattice index coding scheme thus constructed. The labels in this figure represent the mapping from F 7 × F 7 to the constellation. One can verify that this mapping is a ring isomorphism from F 7 × F 7 to O K /p 1 p 2 . Also, the triangles in this figure represent the constellation after fixing w 1 = 0. The same lattice index coding scheme is shown in Fig. 5 in which we also denote by stars the constellation after fixing w 2 = 0.
Example 6 (PID): Consider K = Q( √ −7) whose ring of integers is Z (1 + √ −7)/2 . Note that this is a PID so we only have to deal with numbers. Consider the following two prime numbers φ 1 = √ −7 and φ 2 = 2 + √ −7 such that where only those lattice points inside the black box are used and the labels are the mapping (a ring isomorphism). The triangles form the constellation after the first message is given to be 0. where only those lattice points inside the black box are used and the labels are the mapping (a ring isomorphism). The stars form the constellation after the second message is given to be 0. N(φ 1 ) = 7 and N(φ 2 ) = 11, respectively, i.e., φ 1 O K and φ 2 O K lie above 7 and 11, respectively. The product of these where only those lattice points inside the black box are used and the labels are the mapping (a ring isomorphism). The triangles form the constellation after the first message is given to be 0. where only those lattice points inside the black box are used and the labels are the mapping (a ring isomorphism). The stars form the constellation after the second message is given to be 0. two ideals is exactly φ 1 φ 2 O K . Note that for this ring, Fig. 6 shows the proposed lattice index coding scheme constructed with these ideals. The labels in this figure represent the mapping from F 7 × F 11 to the constellation. One can verify that this mapping is a ring isomorphism from
Also, the triangles in this figure represent the constellation after fixing w 1 = 0. The same lattice index coding scheme is shown in Fig. 7 in which we also denote by stars the constellation after fixing w 2 = 0.
Remark 7: Here, we always choose p 1 , . . . , p K to be prime ideals that are relatively prime, which is by no means necessary. In fact, the CRT only requires those ideals to be relatively prime, i.e., p k +p k = O K for any pair of (k, k ) ∈ {1, . . . , K } 2 . The reason that we restrict ourselves to prime ideals is because in a typical communication system, messages are usually encoded by some codes over finite fields. Therefore, it is of primary interest to study the case where we actually get a field. Nonetheless, all the results are generalizable to the general case where p k s are relatively prime but may not be prime ideals.
B. Properties of the Proposed Lattice Index Codes
We now provide some properties of the proposed scheme about the side information gains. Before proceeding, we note that since scaling by a scalar would not change the structure of a lattice, we set γ = 1 from now on unless otherwise specified.
Consider that a generic index set S is provided at a receiver, let I = k∈S p k . The message rates R S can then be computed from the coset decomposition (16) as
where (a) follows from the definition of the ideal norm operation and (b) is because the ideal norm operation is multiplicative. Moreover, when w 1 = v 1 is given, the signal before embedding becomes
where (a) is because M is a ring isomorphism. One can then see thatx is a shifted version ofx 1 M(0, w 2 , . . . , w K ) mod K k=1 p k . As a consequence of CRT, one hasx 1 ∈ p 1 . For a general set S ⊂ {1, . . . , K }, we definex S to be the signal obtained by setting w k = 0 for k ∈ S in x. It follows that when w S is revealed,x is a shifted version ofx S and CRT guarantees thatx S ∈ k∈S p k . And hence, x is a shifted version of (x S ) ∈ ( k∈S p k ) = (I). In the following, we can without loss of generality assume that when w S is revealed, x = (x S ) as shifting by a constant will not change the lattice structure.
We now use the Minkowski theorem in geometry of numbers to show an upper bound on the minimum distance of this constellation. Note that this method has been used in [20, Sec. 6] for ideal lattices obtained by a different embedding. Note that the fundamental Voronoi region of the lattice (I) is given by
Let B be a closed convex body lying in R r 1 × C r 2 as follows,
where b ∞ is the infinity norm. The volume of B is
Now, let
We have
Hence, from the Minkowski theorem in geometry of numbers, there must exist at least one non-zero lattice point λ inside βB. This implies that the minimum distance of this constellation is upper-bounded as follows,
In what follows, we use the above properties to prove bounds on the side information gains for the proposed lattice index codes from some particular families of algebraic fields. The first one concerns totally real number fields.
Theorem 8: For the proposed lattice coding scheme over a totally real number field K with discriminant K , the side information gain provided by S ⊂ {1, . . . , K } can be bounded as follows.
where γ S Proof: For a totally real number field K, it has the signature (r 1 , r 2 ) = (n, 0). Hence, from (25) , an upper bound on d S can be easily shown by plugging in r 1 = n and r 2 = 0.
In what follows, we use the AM-GM inequality to prove a lower bound on d S .
Again, for a general set S ⊂ {1, . . . , K }, CRT guarantees thatx S ∈ k∈S p k = I. For ax ∈ I, after embedding, the squared distance from 0 (it suffices to consider the distance from 0 due to the lattice structure) can be bounded as follows,
where (a) follows from the AM-GM inequality and (b) is due to the fact that |N K (x)| = N(x O K ) ≥ N(I). Therefore, the minimum distance of this constellation can be lowerbounded by
Moreover, the above bound also indicates that d 0 ≥ √ n N(O K ) 1/n = √ n. Combining (18), (25), (28) , and the fact that 
and thus
Now, let us consider using this scheme over the Rayleigh fading network. We first recall that for the proposed scheme, x ∈ O K and x = (x); thus, C ⊆ (O K ) will have diversity order D(C) = n for a totally real O K [17] . The n-product distance of x from 0 is lower-bounded by
This is true for any nonzero x ∈ C; thus, together with the fact that d p (1, 0) = 1, we conclude that d p,0 = 1. For S ⊂ {1, . . . , K }, recall that when given S,x S belongs to k∈S p k an ideal of O K ; therefore, the diversity order of ( k∈S p k ) and that of (O K ) are the same, i.e., D(C S ) = n for a totally real O K . Moreover, the n-product distance of x from 0 is lower-bounded by
(32)
The above bound is true for any nonzero x ∈ C with w S fixed; therefore, d p,S ≥ k∈S p f k k . Therefore,
We now provide simulation results with the proposed lattice index code constructed from a totally real number field in Example 4. We first use this scheme over the AWGN network as shown in Fig 8 where we observe a side information gain of 7 dB and 11 dB at symbol error rate of 10 −5 when revealing w 1 and w 2 to the receiver, respectively. These correspond to 7/ 1 2 log 2 (5) ≈ 6.03 and 11/ 1 2 log 2 (11) ≈ 6.36 dB/bit/dim where the bounds above are 6 ≤ (C, {1}) ≤ 9.01 and 6 ≤ (C, {2}) ≤ 8.02 dB/bit/dim for revealing w 1 and w 2 , respectively.
Theorem 8 also indicates that this scheme can provide a diversity gain of D(C) = D(C, S) = 2 for any S ⊂ {1, . . . , K } when used over the Rayleigh fading network. We examine this Fig. 9 . SNR versus symbol error rate over the Rayleigh fading network. The scheme is described in Example 4. in Fig. 9 where we adopt the same scheme and use it over the Rayleigh fading network. One observes that, as shown in Theorem 8, the proposed lattice index code has diversity order 2 for any S. Moreover, this scheme can provide side information gain of 8.5/ 1 2 log 2 (5) ≈ 7.32 dB for S = {1} and 13/ 1 2 log 2 (11) ≈ 7.51 dB for S = {2}, both satisfying the lower bound of 6 dB shown in Theorem 8. One can also use p (C, S l ) in (13) to get better estimates of the side information gains. In this example, by inspecting the codebooks with and without side information, one has N p,0 = 11.5, N p,1 = 5.8909, and N p,2 = 3.56. Plugging these parameters into (13) results in side information gains (before normalization) of p (C, 1) · R 1 = 8.44 dB and p (C, 2) · R 2 = 12.96 dB, which accurately predict the results in Fig. 9 .
The following theorem considers the family of totally complex number fields.
Theorem 9: For the proposed lattice coding scheme over a totally complex number field K with discriminant K , the side information gain provided by S ⊂ {1, . . . , K } can be bounded as follows.
where nowγ S 10 log 10 | K | 2 π n k∈S f k log 2 p k . When used over the Rayleigh fading network, this scheme provides diversity order D(C) = n/2. Moreover, for any S ⊂ {1, . . . , K }, we have D(C, S) = n/2. Proof: For a totally complex number field K, it has the signature (r 1 , r 2 ) = (0, n/2). Hence, from (25) , an upper bound on d S can be easily shown by plugging in r 1 = 0 and r 2 = n/2. In what follows, we again use the AM-GM inequality to prove a lower bound on d S .
For a x ∈ I, after embedding, the squared distance from 0 can be bounded as follows where (a) is due to the fact that σ i =σ n 2 +i , (b) follows from the AM-GM inequality, and (c) is due to the fact that |N K (x)| = N(x O K ) ≥ N(I). Therefore, the minimum distance of this constellation can be lower-bounded by
Moreover, the above bound also indicates that d 0 ≥ 
Let us now consider using this scheme over the Rayleigh fading network. Again, we have that everyx ∈ O K andx S belongs to k∈S p k an ideal of O K for any S ⊂ {1, . . . , K }; therefore, the diversity order of C and C with w S fixed are the same. We then have D(C) = n/2 and D(C, S) = n/2 for a totally complex O K [17] . On the other hand, for a general O K totally complex, there is not much we can say about the minimum product distance.
One example of this class is shown in Fig. 10 where we plot SNR versus symbol error rate for using the proposed scheme constructed from a totally complex number field in Example 5 over the AWGN network. One observes that at symbol error rate of 10 −5 , revealing either w 1 or w 2 results in a roughly 12 dB side information gain, which corresponds to 12/ 1 2 log 2 (7) ≈ 8.55 dB/bit/dim. For the considered parameters, the above theorem says that 6 ≤ (C, S) ≤ 9.237 dB/bit/dim. From Theorem 8 and Theorem 9, one observes that for the lattice index code constructed over either a totally real number field or a totally complex number field, the gap between upper and lower bounds vanishes as N(p k ) tend to infinity. We therefore have the following corollary.
Corollary 10: For the proposed lattice index code constructed over a totally real number field and that constructed over a totally complex number field, the side information is asymptotically uniform in N(p k ), i.e., for any S ∈ {1, . . . , K }, (C) → 6 dB as N(p k ) → ∞, ∀{1, . . . , K }.
For imaginary quadratic integers that happen to be PID, we show that the uniform side information gain of 6 dB/bit/dim can be attained in the following theorem.
Theorem 11: Let K = Q( √ d) an imaginary quadratic field with d < 0 square-free integer whose ring of integers O K happens to be a PID, i.e., d ∈ {−1, −2, −3, −7, −11, −19, −43, −67, −163}. For every S ⊂ {1, . . . , K }, we have (C, S) = 6 dB/bit/dim. Before we prove this theorem, we note that imaginary quadratic fields are totally complex with signature (0, 1). For quadratic integers, K = 4d if d ≡ 2, 3 mod 4 and K = d if d ≡ 1 mod 4. Hence, the smallest gap between the bounds in Theorem 9 happens when d = −3 and is roughly 0.884/ log 2 N(I). Theorem 11 shows that for some of these rings, one can further close the gap and achieve 6 dB/bit/dim exactly.
Proof: Since O K is a PID, every ideal is generated by a singleton in O K ; specifically, I = φO K for some φ ∈ O K . Moreover, an imaginary quadratic field is a totally complex number field with degree 2; hence, (r 1 , r 2 ) = (0, 1) and (.) = σ 1 (.). Letx 1 ,x 2 ∈ O K whose squared distance is (x 1 ) − (x 2 ) 2 . One has that (φx 1 ), (φx 2 ) ∈ (φO K ) with squared distance
where (a) follows from the fact that σ 1 is a homomorphism and (b) is because Euclidean norm is multiplicative. Now, pickx 1 ,x 2 ∈ O K having the minimum distance, i.e., (x 1 ) − (x 2 ) = d 0 . The squared distance between φx 1 and φx 2 will be d 2 = N(φ)d 2 0 . Note that this is the minimum one in φO K because any other pair φx 1 and φx 2 has
Therefore,
An example of the scheme in Theorem 11 can be found in Fig. 11 where we plot SNR versus symbol error rate for using the scheme in Example 6 over the AWGN network. Fig. 11 . SNR versus symbol error rate over the AWGN network. The scheme is described in Example 6.
One observes that at symbol error rate of 10 −5 , revealing messages w 1 and w 2 provides SNR gains of roughly 8.5 dB and 10.5 dB, respectively. Hence, the side information gains of revealing w 1 and w 2 are roughly 8.5/ 1 2 log 2 (7) ≈ 6.055 and 10.5/ 1 2 log 2 (11) ≈ 6.07 dB/bit/dim, respectively. Remark 12: Since Z[i ] and Z[ω] are imaginary quadratic integers with d = −1 and d = −3, respectively, the lattice coding scheme in [10] is subsumed as a special case of the proposed scheme and Theorem 11 partially recovers the results in [10] . The proposed scheme is in fact a generalization of their scheme to algebraic number fields and substantially expands the design space. On the other hand, there is another construction in [10] using H Hurwitz integers (a ring of integers of Hamilton's quaternions) which form a non-commutative PID. The construction proposed in this paper only considers commutative rings O K and hence does not contain this construction.
IV. DESIGN EXAMPLES
In this section, we study some interesting designs of the proposed lattice index coding scheme. Our examples are motivated by an observation made in [10] that the scheme in [10] will have messages w k from different fields. However, in many applications, one would like the messages to be from the same field. To relax this, we first observe that the proposed lattice index code only hinges on the CRT which requires the corresponding prime ideals to be relatively prime. Unlike in Z, in a general ring of algebraic integers, that two prime ideals are relatively prime does not necessarily mean that they are lying above different prime numbers. Specifically, let p be a prime. Designs in this section consider the prime decomposition of the principal ideal pO K where all the prime factors are relatively prime. One can then have messages all from F p and use the ring isomorphism to map symbols to the constellation O K / pO K .
To allow a fixed number of messages K from the same field F p in our scheme, what we need is a number field K in which p splits into at least K prime ideals. Note that for a K having degree n, a nature prime p splits into at most n prime ideals.
Therefore, from now on, we particularly look at K = n and look for a p that splits completely in K.
The first example focuses on the quadratic fields. The second one considers the cyclotomic extension in which certain primes split completely for a fixed n. The third design example considers the maximal totally real subfield of a cyclotomic field where again one can easily determine completely splitting primes. For the background knowledge of cyclotomic extensions and their maximal totally real subfields, the reader is referred to standard textbooks such as [21] . For the last one, we borrow the existence result in [22] which shows that there exists a number field having an infinite Hilbert class field tower in which some primes split completely all the way up the tower.
It is worth noting that very recently, Natarajan et al. proposed in [23] another class of codes for the same problem studied here. The codes therein use quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and off-the-shelf LDPC codes to achieve large side information gains for K ≤ 5. This result is of practical interest as each message now can be from a (possibly the same) Galois field with the size a power of 2. However, these index codes are obtained via exhaustive search and hence may not be easily generalized to any K . Moreover, no bounds on side information are shown in [23] .
A. Quadratic Fields
A quadratic field is an algebraic number field K of degree n = 2 over Q. Particularly, one may write K = Q( √ d) where d ∈ Z is square free. We say K is an imaginary quadratic field if d < 0 and a real quadratic field if d > 0. For K = Q( √ d), its ring of integers O K = Z[ξ ] is given by
Examples 4, 5, and 6 are instances of such O K . Also, K = 4d if d ≡ 2, 3 mod 4 and K = d if d ≡ 1 mod 4. In general, Theorem 8 or Theorem 9 can be applied depending on the sign of d. It is well-known that there are exactly 9 rings of imaginary quadratic integers which are also PID (corresponding to d ∈ {−1, −2, −3, −7, −11, −19, −43, −67, −163}) for which Theorem 11 guarantees an uniform side information gain. Moreover, observe that when d = −1 we have the Gaussian integers and when d = −3 we have the Eisenstein integers. Hence, this design example partially subsumes the results in [10] as special cases.
Remark 13: Note that among the rings of quadratic integers, Z[ω] will in general provide the best performance when used over the AWGN network as it is the best packing in R 2 [12] . Hence it seems that there's no need to pursue other rings in this class. However, having these rings in the repository can still be very useful because 1) prime numbers behave differently in different rings, 2) when used over the Rayleigh fading network, a ring of real quadratic integers would provide a diversity gain of 2, and 3) in some scenarios, with limited feedback, one may choose rings other than Z[ω] according to the feedback information to achieve better performance (one of such a possibility has been discussed in the context of function computation [24] ).
The following two Lemma (whose proofs can be found in standard textbook of algebraic number theory) allow us to efficiently categorize the behavior of primes and the corresponding prime ideals in an quadratic field.
Lemma 14: Let p be a rational prime number. For a quadratic field K with discriminant K , • if p ramifies, p = ( p, √ d) is a prime ideal lying above p, • if p splits, p = ( p, a + √ d) is a prime ideal lying above p for any a such that a 2 ≡ d mod p. One can then use a ring of quadratic integers O K together with a splitting prime p with pO K = pp to construct a proposed lattice index code. This will allow two users having their messages from the same field F p . The corresponding constellations are (O K /p) and (O K /p) for the users 1 and 2, respectively. One example can be found in Example 5 where two users can both use coding over F 7 .
B. Cyclotomic Fields
Let ζ m be a primitive mth root of unity and n = ϕ(m) where ϕ is the Euler phi function. Then K m = Q(ζ m ) is a totally complex number field with degree n. Thus, Theorem 9 applies. The ring of integers of is O K m = Z[ζ m ] given by Z[ζ m ] = {a 0 + a 1 ζ m + . . . a n−1 ζ n−1 m : a i ∈ Z}.
(43)
The discriminant of O K m = is given by
Note that there are n = ϕ(m) integers less than or equal to m that are relatively prime to m. Call such integers n i . The n Q-monomorphisms are given by
Let p be a natural prime: i) pO K m ramifies if and only if p|m and ii) if gcd( p, m) = 1 and f is the least natural number such that p f ≡ 1 mod m, then pO K m = p 1 · . . . · p h where h · f = n and f is the inertial degree for p 1 , . . . , p h . In particular, pO K splits completely into pO K = p 1 · . . . · p n with N(p i ) = p for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} if and only if p ≡ 1 mod m (the cyclotomic reciprocity law [21, Th. 2.13] ). Unlike quadratic integers, for a general ring of integers, prime ideals may not be easily determined as that in Lemma 14. However, one can always use the roots of the minimal polynomial mod p to find prime ideals (see for example [21, Proposition 2.14] which works for any Dedekind domain).
We can now design lattice index codes over a ring of cyclotomic integers. Consider broadcasting K independent messages as described above. We first construct cyclotomic extension K m with degree ϕ(m) = K . By Dirichlet's prime theorem, there are infinitely many primes p ≡ 1 mod m for every m ∈ Z. For such primes, pO K splits completely into K prime ideals. We then use those prime ideals to construct a lattice index code as described in Section III. Note that for this design, all the messages would be from the same field F p .
Example 16: Let K = 4. We choose m = 5 and thus ϕ(5) = 4. Note that 11 ≡ 1 mod 5 and hence 11O K splits completely into 4 prime ideals p 1 , . . . , p 4 where N(p 1 ) = N(p 2 ) = N(p 3 ) = N(p 4 ) = 11. One can then construct a lattice index code with these prime ideals as proposed in Section III. This will allow 4 users having messages from the same field F 11 .
C. Maximal Totally Real Subfields of Cyclotomic Fields
So far, we have provided two examples that are totally complex. In the following, we consider a totally real example. Let Q(ζ m ) be the mth cyclotomic field as above. (46) Example 17: Let K = 3. We choose m = 7 and thus ϕ(7)/2 = 3. Note that 13 ≡ −1 mod 7 and hence 13O K + m splits completely into 3 prime ideals p 1 , . . . , p 3 where N(p 1 ) = N(p 2 ) = N(p 3 ) = 13. We can then use these prime ideals to construct a lattice index code with all three messages over F 13 .
D. Hilbert Class Field Tower
Notice that in the above design, we first fix K and construct a lattice index code from a number field chosen according to K . The messages are from F p whose size p heavily depends on K and can be very large for a large K . Here, we provide a design example where the field size p can be fixed for an arbitrary K . Before proceeding, we must note that this design is inspired by [22] .
Let us start by introducing the foundation of the class field theory. The following theorem was conjectured by Hilbert in 1898 and proved by Furtwängler in 1930.
Theorem 18 (Hilbert 1898 and Furtwängler 1930) : For any number field K, there exists a unique finite extension K (called the Hilbert class field) such that i) K /K is Galois and the Galois group is isomorphic to the ideal class group of K; ii) K /K is the maximal unramified Abelian extension; iii) for any prime p, the inertial degree is the order of p in the ideal class group of K; and iv) every ideal of K is principal in K . For a prime p, the Hilbert p-class field of K is the maximal p-extension (i.e., its degree is a power of p) K p of K contained in K . One can construct a sequence of p-extensions {K i } with K i = (K i−1 ) p and we refer to this sequence of fields as the p-class field tower of K 0 . The tower terminates at i if it is the smallest index such that K i+1 = K i . One can also specify a set of primes T in which every prime splits completely in every field in the sequence. We call such sequence of field extensions the T -decomposing p-class field tower.
From a result in [22, Proposition 19] and [25] , one can construct an infinite T -decomposing 2-class field tower if some mild conditions hold. In what follows, we provide an example which is borrowed from [22, Lemma 20] .
Example 19: Let d = 3 · 5 · 7 · 11 · 13 · 17 · 19 and consider the imaginary quadratic extension K 0 = Q( √ −d). One can show that 29O K 0 = p 1 p 2 with N(p 1 ) = N(p 2 ) = 29. Let T = {p 1 , p 2 }. One can show that K 0 has an infinite T -decomposing 2-class field tower K 0 ⊂ K 1 ⊂ . . . which never terminates and 29 splits completely all the way up the tower. For any K , one can then pick a totally complex field K i in this sequence which has a degree n ≥ K and K prime ideals with norm 29 to construct a lattice index code.
V. CODED INDEX MODULATION WITH CONSTELLATIONS FROM NUMBER FIELDS
In [11] , Natarajan et al. proposed the coded index modulation where powerful outer codes are concatenated with inner lattice index code (called index modulation in this scenario). The objective of the outer codes is to provide coding gains on top of side information gains provided by the index modulation. In this section, we explore this possibility and extend coded index modulation in [11] to algebraic number fields.
We use the method proposed in Section III to obtain index modulation from a number field, and then use it in conjunction with powerful linear codes to obtain coding gains on top of side information gains. More specifically, as shown in Fig. 12 , one first picks an O K and K of its prime ideals lying above p 1 , . . . , p K with inertial degrees f 1 , . . . , f K , respectively. The messages w 1 , . . . , w K are then from F embedded version x = (x) is sent. Note that for each entry of c 1 , . . . , c K , the corresponding x is n-dimensional. Thus, the transmitted signal lies in R nN .
A simulation result is presented in Fig. 13 where we implement non-binary LDPC codes in conjunction with the proposed lattice index coding. Specifically, the index modulation we use in this example is the one described in Example 5 where the constellations are isomorphic to F 7 × F 7 . For outer coding of the two messages, we adopt two identical regular (3, 6)-LDPC codes [26] over F 7 with progressive edge growth algorithm [27] for selecting the parity check matrix. We set N = 4800 and hence each message is of length 2400 and the overall dimension of the transmitted signal is n N = 9600. When S = {∅}, the maximum number of iterations is set to 40 for each code and 5 iterations between two codes. When S = {1} or S = {2}, the maximum number of iterations is set to 200. The simulation stops when 10000 symbol errors are observed. In Fig. 13 , we observe that the index coded modulation is capable of providing side information gains while enjoying sharp waterfall region resulting from coding gains offered by the outer codes. Note that the scheme adopted in Fig. 13 is by no means the best. This is also discussed in Remark 13. The purpose of this simulation is merely to demonstrate that when used in conjunction with powerful outer codes, the proposed scheme is able to enjoy coding gains on top of side information gains.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, the problem of broadcasting K independent messages to multiple users where each of them already has a subset of messages as side information has been studied. A lattice index coding scheme has been proposed which is a generalization of the scheme in [10] to a general ring of algebraic integers. For some interesting classes of number fields, upper and lower bounds on the side information gains have been provided which coincide either exactly or asymptotically in message rates. This generalization has substantially expanded the design space and perhaps more importantly can provide diversity gains in addition to side information gains when used over the Rayleigh fading network. Some interesting design examples in which messages are all from the same finite field have also been discussed. One potential future work is to consider a larger class of large dimensional nested lattice codes over Z in addition to self-similar ones considered in [10] . A natural extension along this line is to use Construction π A lattices proposed by Huang and Narayanan [28] that has been shown able to produce good lattices.
APPENDIX A REVIEW OF ALGEBRAIC NUMBER THEORY
In the appendix, we provide some background knowledge on abstract algebra and algebraic number theory to facilitate discussions in Section III and Section IV. We also provide some standard properties which are useful throughout the paper. All the properties are provided without proofs and the reader is referred to standard textbooks (for example [29] - [31] ) for details.
A. Algebra
Let R be a commutative ring. An integral domain is a commutative ring with identity and no zero divisors. An additive subgroup I of R satisfying ar ∈ I for a ∈ I and r ∈ R is called an ideal of R. An ideal generated by a singleton is called a principal ideal. A principal ideal domain (PID) is an integral domain in which every ideal is principal. Let a, b ∈ R and I be an ideal of R; then a is congruent to b modulo I if a −b ∈ I. The coset decomposition R/I forms a ring and is called the quotient ring.
A proper ideal p of R is said to be a prime ideal if for a, b ∈ R and ab ∈ p, then either a ∈ p or b ∈ p. A proper ideal I of R is said to be a maximal ideal if I is not contained in any strictly larger proper ideal. For two ideals I 1 and I 2 , the addition and multiplication of ideals are defined as
and 
and
A homomorphism is said to be monomorphism if it is injective and isomorphism if it is bijective. Let R be a commutative ring, and I 1 , . . . , I n be relatively prime ideals in R. Then, from CRT, we have
where we use ∼ = to denote "isomorphic" and × to denote Cartesian product.
B. Algebraic Numbers and Algebraic Integers
An algebraic number is a root of some polynomial with coefficients in Z. A number field K is a field extension of finite degree [K : Q] and K = Q(θ ) for some algebraic number θ . An algebraic integer is a complex number which is a root of some monic polynomial (whose leading coefficient is 1) with coefficients in Z. The set of all algebraic integers forms a subring B of C. For any number field K, we write O K = K∩B and call O K the ring of integers of K.
For K = Q(θ ) a number field of degree n over Q, there are exactly n distinct Q-monomorphism σ i : K → C. We denote by (r 1 , r 2 ) the signature of K if among those n = r 1 + 2r 2 Q-monomorphisms, there are r 1 real Q-monomorphisms and r 2 pairs of complex Q-monomorphisms which are complex conjugate to each other. Moreover, for α ∈ Q(θ ), σ i (α) for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} are the distinct zeros in C of the minimal polynomial of α over Q. We call those σ i (α) the conjugates of α and define the norm of α to be the product of conjugates as
Let {α 1 , . . . , α n } be a Q-basis for K. We define the discriminant of {α 1 , . . . , α n } as
If {α 1 , . . . , α n } is a Z-basis for O K , we define the discriminant of K to be K [α 1 , . . . , α n ] which is invariant to the choice of Z-basis. Let I be an ideal of O K . The norm of I is N(I) |O K /I|. Moreover, if {β 1 , . . . , β n } is a Z-basis for I, then N(I) = [β 1 ,...,β n ] K . The norm is multiplicative, i.e., for two ideals I 1 and I 2 of O K , N(I 1 I 2 ) = N(I 1 )N(I 2 ). For a principal ideal αO K generated by α, it can be shown that N(αO K ) = |N K (α)|. Now consider α ∈ I, we have αO K ⊆ I; thereby, |N K (α)| = N(αO K ) ≥ N(I).
Let p be a prime ideal in O K . We say p lies above a prime number p if p| pZ. Since every O K is a Dedekind domain, pO K can be uniquely factorized into pO K = L l=1 p e l l with p l distinct. We call e l the ramification index of p l over p and f l = [O K /p l : Z/ pZ] the inertial degree of p l over p. Note that one must have N(p l ) = p f l . Also, the ramification indices and inertial degrees must satisfy L l=1 e l f l = n. If e l > 1 for some l, we say p (or pO K to be precise) ramifies in O K . If L > 1, we say p splits in O K . If L = 1 and e 1 = 1 (i.e., f 1 = n), we say p remains inert in O K . One important property of the ring of integers of a number field is that every prime ideal p is maximal and hence O K /p ∼ = F p f with f being the inertial degree.
C. Canonical Embedding
Here, we review the geometry induced by algebraic number fields. Consider a number field K with degree n and signature (r 1 , r 2 ). Let σ 1 , . . . , σ r 1 be its real Q-monomorphisms and σ r 1 +1 , . . . , σ n be the complex Q-monomorphisms where σ r 1 +r 2 +i =σ r 1 +i for i ∈ {1, . . . , r 2 }. The canonical embedding : K → R r 1 × C r 2 ∼ = R n is defined by 1 (x) = (σ 1 (x), . . . , σ r 1 (x), σ r 1 +1 (x) , . . . , σ r 1 +r 2 (x)), (54) for x ∈ K and is a ring homomorphism. One can now use the canonical embedding to map O K or ideals in O K to lattices which we refer to as ideal lattices. Let {α 1 , . . . , α n } be a Z-basis for O K , then O K (O K ) is a lattice in R r 1 ×C r 2 with a basis { (α 1 ), . . . , (α n )}. Similarly, for an ideal I ∈ O K with a Z-basis {β 1 , . . . , β n }, I (I) is a lattice in R r 1 × C r 2 with a basis { (β 1 ), . . . , (β n )}.
APPENDIX B CONSTRUCTION USING LATTICES OVER NUMBER FIELDS
In Section III, what we have proposed is an n-dimensional lattice index code scheme constructed from O K . Here, akin to [10] , we consider construction of lattice index codes from O K -lattices.
Let O K be the ring of integers of a number field with degree n and signature (r 1 , r 2 ). Let p 1 , . . . , p K be prime ideals lying above p 1 , . . . , p K , respectively, and M be the ring isomorphism discussed above. Now consider a m-dimensional O K -lattices˜ G · O m K whereG is the generator matrix. Also, define its sub-lattices˜ k G · 
where in (a) G is an mn × mn matrix which consists of m 2 n × n sub-matrices G i j = diag( (G i j )) whereG i j is the i th row j th column element ofG for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, (b) follows from the decomposition of O K in (16) , and in (c) v k is again the coefficient of the Bèzout identity. It is clear that s ⊂ k ⊂ for every k ∈ {1, . . . , K } and hence one can talk about coset decomposition. The proposed lattice index coding scheme uses this fact and is then given by
where by k / s we mean a complete set of coset representatives such that C would have the minimum energy. We now prove some properties of lattice index codes thus constructed. We first note that for every S ⊂ {1, . . . , K }, it can be easily seen from (55) that
Moreover, note that from (57), one has
where λ k ∈ k / s . Given a S ∈ {1, . . . , K }, the signal belongs to
which is a shifted version of
where the last equality follows from the CRT. In the following, we again provide a tight bound for imaginary quadratic integers which happen to be PID. This slightly generalized the result in [10, Lemma 3] . Theorem 20: Let K = Q( √ d) an imaginary quadratic field with d < 0 square-free integer whose ring of integers O K happens to be a PID, i.e., d ∈ {−1, −2, −3, −7, −11, −19, −43, −67, −163}. Let C be a lattice index code constructed using lattice over O K . For every S ⊂ {1, . . . , K }, we have (C, S) = 6 dB/bit/dim. Proof: For a PID, (61) can be rewritten as
and hence x S belongs to a shifted version of G · k ∈S φ k O m K . Moreover, for imaginary quadratic integers, (.) = σ 1 (.). Now, note that for everyx ∈ O m K and φ ∈ O K , one has G · (φx) = G · σ 1 (φ)I · (x) = σ 1 (φ)G · (x). (63)
One can then show the result by following the steps in Theorem 11.
